In this paper we i n vestigate the parallel complexity of computing the stable model of acyclic general logic programs. Within this class of logic programs, we consider the cases of negative and de nite logic programs. Both cases are proved to be P-complete. W e prove the same for a related problem, namely that of computing the kernel of a directed acyclic graph.
Introduction
The semantics of a general Due to the di erences in the way negation is interpreted, several di erent s emantics for general logic programs exist 14] (e.g. stable models, partial stable models and the well-founded model semantics). While these semantics in general draw di erent inferences from a general logic program, there are two cases where these inferences coincide. The rst is the case of de nite logic programs, where the semantics are de ned by the minimal model of the de nite program. The second is the case of acyclic general logic programs. A general logic program P is acyclic if a certain directed graph G P associated with it (Section 2) does not contain cycles.
In this paper we i n vestigate the parallel complexity of computing the stable model of an acyclic propositional general logic program. Our restriction to acyclic programs is a necessary one. The problem of deciding whether a general logic program has a stable model is NP-complete, even in the case of negative logic programs 5]. On the other hand, although for every de nite logic program there is a polynomial time algorithm that computes its minimal model 7], the problem has been proved to be P-complete in 12] . Furthermore, though severely restricted, acyclic general logic programs are of particular practical importance (see e.g. 1]).
In this paper, we show the following: (i) Computing the stable model of a negative acyclic logic program is P-complete (Section 3).
(ii) Computing the stable model (or equivalently the minimal model) of a de nite acyclic logic program is also P-complete (Section 4). The proof of the rst result is based on the P-completeness of nding a kernel in a directed acyclic graph (Section 3) and on an interesting property relating the kernel of G P and the stable model of P (Section 2). Note that the former problem is of independent graph-theoretic interest. (It is known that computing the kernel of a general directed graph is NP-complete 8] and moreover, there is a trivial, linear time, sequential algorithm for nding the kernel of a directed acyclic graph.) The proof of the second result is based on an interesting connection between the circuit value problem and de nite logic programs (Section 4).
Preliminaries
An interpretation of a logic program P is an assignment o f v alues True or False to the atoms of P . A n i n terpretation of a de nite logic program P is a model of P , i for every rule A L 1 : : : L n in P for which e v ery L 1 : : : L n is assigned the value True, A is also assigned the value True. A model M is a minimal model of a de nite logic program P, if there is no other model of P that assigns True to a subset of the atoms that M does. A model (and in general an interpretation) is represented by a set of atoms M which c o n tains only the atoms that are assigned the value True. Hence, if an atom is not in M then this atom is False in M. W e follow this convention throughout the paper. We also assume that the reader is familiar with basic graph-theoretic terminology. Note that G M (P ) is a de nite logic program and has a unique minimal model 6].
De nition 2 10] Let P be a l o gic program and let M be a n i n t e r p r etation of P. De nition 4 (Rule Graph) 4 We call a logic program acyclic if its rule graph does not contain cycles. Acyclic logic programs have always a unique stable model 2]. We next give the de nition of a graph-theoretic concept which has been proved useful in logic programming 4,5].
De nition 5 Let G = ( V E) be a d i r ected g r aph. A set of vertices K V is a kernel for G, i f K is an independent set (i.e. for any two vertices u w 2 K, there is no edge (u w) and/or (w u) in E) and also K is a dominating set (i.e. for every vertex u 2 V ; K, there exists a vertex w 2 K such that (w u) 2 E.)
The next theorem establishes one more interesting connection between logic programming and graph theory.
Theorem 6 Every stable model of a logic program P determines a kernel in the rule graph G P of P.
Proof. Let Hence, K M is an independent and dominating set of vertices, therefore a kernel of G P . 2 The converse of the above theorem does not hold in general. However, since directed acyclic graphs have a unique kernel 3] and G P is acyclic in the cases we study, the unique kernel of G P determines the unique stable model of P. I n particular, it can be easily veri ed (using Proposition 3 and the proof of Theorem 6) that if K is the kernel of the acyclic rule graph G P = ( R L f Sg E ) of a logic program P, then the stable model of P is M = fp : p = head(r) s u c h that for the rule vertex v associated with r, v 2 R \ K holdsg. H e n c e , w e h a ve the following:
Corollary 7 The unique stable model of an acyclic logic program P determines the unique kernel of the rule graph G P of P and vice versa.
The kernel problem and the stable model semantics
In this section we shall prove that computing the kernel of a directed acyclic graph is P-complete. To s h o w this, we will use the circuit value problem (CVP).
The CVP asks for the value of a single output gate of a Boolean circuit C consisting of NOT, AND and OR gates, for a given set of inputs. Also C is assumed to be a fan-in 2 circuit, that is, a circuit with gates having only two inputs. (If not otherwise stated, in this paper the term circuit will refer to fan-in 2 circuits.) More precisely, the circuit is de ned as a sequence C =< g 1 g 2 : : : g n >, where each g i is either an input, or g i = g j _g k (an OR gate), or g i = g j^gk (an AND gate), or g i = :g j (a NOT gate), and j k < i. Then, given a circuit C and a set of inputs, the CVP is to determine whether the value of g n is equal to True. The CVP is P-complete Lemma 9 The KERNEL problem for directed acyclic graphs is P-complete. Proof. We reduce NOR-CVP to KERNEL. The reduction can be done in NC a .
Given a circuit C, i.e. an instance of NOR-CVP, l e t G(C) be the directed acyclic graph corresponding to C. Let t be the vertex of G(C) corresponding to the output gate of C. Then, solve KERNEL for G(C) a n d v ertex t. By Proposition 8, it is clear that the solution of the KERNEL problem on G(C) is the same as the solution of the NOR-CVP on C (i.e. t belongs to the kernel of G(C) i the output of C is True). Hence, KERNEL is P-hard. Since KERNEL is in P, it is also P-complete. Now, since H and P H are acyclic, both K and M are unique. This and the de nition of M above imply that v i 2 K i h i 2 M. Consequently, the KERNEL problem in H reduces to determining whether an atom belongs to the stable model of P H . 2 
Acyclic De nite Logic Programs
In this section we i n vestigate the case of acyclic de nite logic programs. We start with a brief discussion concerning the Horn satis ability problem which justi es our restriction to this class of programs.
Let S be a set of propositional Horn clauses, that is, a de nite logic program. We s a y that an atom A is solvable wrt S, i f e i t h e r A belongs to the head of a rule in S with an empty b o d y , or there is a rule A L 1 : : : L n in S such t h a t e v ery L i is solvable. The problem of determining whether a given atom A is solvable wrt S, is called the propositional Horn satis ability problem. It is easy to see that this problem is equivalent to determining whether A belongs to the minimal model of the de nite logic program S. As it has been proved in 12], the propositional Horn satis ability problem is P-complete. As a direct consequence, we h a ve t h a t computing the minimal model of an arbitrary de nite logic program is also Pcomplete. Hence, it is natural to concentrate on the complexity of acyclic de nite logic programs.
Let Proof. We shall use induction on`(A i ). For the basis,`(A i ) = 0. Then B i is an input gate (i.e. a vertex in the graph representing B of indegree 0). If B i is True, then there is a rule of the form A i , so that the minimal model of P B must assign True to A i . I f B i is False, then there is no rule where A i appears in the LHS, so the minimal model for P B must assign False to A i (otherwise it is not minimal).
For the induction hypothesis, assume that for each A j such t h a t(A j ) < k , value(P j ) = v alue (B j Theorem 12 Deciding whether an atom belongs to the minimal model of a de nite acyclic logic program P is P-complete. This is true even if every rule in P contains at most two atoms in its body and every atom occurs at most twice i n t h e h e ad of a rule in P .
Closing Remarks
In the previous section we s h o wed how w e can associate with any monotone circuit a de nite logic program. However, the reverse is also true. Namely, with any de nite logic program P we can associate an unbounded fan-in monotone circuit C P . It turns out that the circuit C P is essentially identical to the rule graph, G P , o f P . T o see this, it su ces to consider every literal vertex as an OR gate, every rule vertex associated with a rule having empty body as an input gate set to True, and every other rule vertex as an AND gate. Finally, v ertex S is to be considered as an input gate set to False. The circuit C P associated with a de nite logic program P is an unbounded fan-in one. (This is not a problem, since any circuit can be easily transformed to a fan-in 2 circuit, the size of which is a polynomial in the size of the original circuit and this transformation can be done in NC.) Using arguments similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 11, we can prove t h a t a n a t o m p i of P is True in the minimal model of P i the AND or OR gate associated with p i in C P (depending on whether p i occurs in the head of one or more rules) evaluates to True.
The above result establishes a direct correspondence between acyclic de nite logic programs and monotone CVP. The second direct correspondence between negative logic programs and the KERNEL problem is established by Corollary 7. These results imply that whenever the monotone CVP or the KERNEL problem falls in NC, the same holds for the problem of determining the stable model of their as-sociated logic programs. Examples are circuits or directed acyclic graphs which have a tree structure or polylogarithmic depth, and monotone planar circuits (see e.g. 15]). (However, for the latter case it is not clear which logical properties could correspond to planarity of the circuit.)
